Glacier 3000 – the summit of the GoldenPass Line.
A must-see mountain in the Lake Geneva region. The ascent by cableway to 3,000 metres (9,842 feet) altitude
takes a mere 15 minutes. The breathtaking panoramic view to Matterhorn, Mont-Blanc and Jungfrau draws guests
to the top, as does the Peak Walk by Tissot – the world's only suspension bridge connecting two mountain peaks.
Operation
Year-round operation, except during revisions – more information
can be found on the website of Glacier 3000
Top attractions
■ Peak Walk by Tissot – first suspension footbridge spanning the
deep between two peaks
■ Alpine Coaster – Europe's highest toboggan run (only during the
summer months)
■ Dog sledge rides, snow bus (upon request)
Arrival
Gstaad is the connecting station on the GoldenPass line. Postbus
from Gstaad or Les Diablerets to Col du Pillon, then cableway to
mountain station Glacier 3000
■ Operates daily at 20-minute intervals from 09.00 h to 16.30 h
■ Travel time to the summit: 15 minutes
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■

Catering, accommodation and shopping
■ Two summit restaurants with unique panoramic view of Alpine
peaks
■ For groups: Restaurant “Botta”, 300 seats, terrace with bar, modern
meeting infrastructure
■ “Watch & Souvenir Shop” at 3,000 metres (9,842 feet) a.s.l.
Tickets, reservation and surcharges
■ 50 % discount with Swiss Travel Pass (Flex) and Swiss Half Fare
Card, 25 % discount with Eurail / Interrail

Peak Walk by Tissot, Glacier 3000, Vaud
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Timetable
glacier3000.ch/en/information/operating-hours-and-installations
More links
mystsnet.com/glacier3000
glacier3000.ch

Mountain highlights.
Peak Walk by Tissot.
Walking over the Peak Walk by Tissot – a 107-metre-long suspension bridge – is an
adventure in its own right. This suspension bridge – unique in the world – connects
two mountain peaks. On the way, guests marvel at no fewer than 24 peaks of over
4,000 metres, among which are Eiger, Mönch, Jungfrau, Matterhorn and Mont Blanc.

Panorama gondola.
Glacier 3000 is one of the best accessible glaciers of Switzerland. The panorama
gondola can transport up to 125 people from 1,500 to 3,000 metres a.s.l. in one go.
The ride takes a mere 15 minutes – that's how quickly guests reach this Swiss glacier.

Gstaad – connecting to the GoldenPass line.
Comfortable and with lovely views to the Glacier 3000: on the GoldenPass train to
Gstaad and then by bus in only 30 minutes to the cableway station. Thus, even the
arrival turns into a great experience. Incidentally, lockers are available for the luggage
at Gstaad station.

Activities in lofty heights.
This mountain beckons with numerous outdoor adventures. Plenty of activities such as
the Peak Walk, the View Point, the Ice Express chair lift and the Fun Park (year-round
sledging in the snow) as well as the Glacier Walk are included in the cableway ticket.

Unique highlights.
The experience on the mountain can be individualised by adding further activities: dog
sled ride – a singular adventure on a 400-metre-long run; Alpine Coaster – Europe's
highest rollercoaster (only in summer); or a 15-minute snow bus tour on the glacier
(upon request).
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